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Using a BVM is a two person job
This should be your default mindset when you are using a BVM and assigning roles
to other patrollers. The clear exception to this is when you are alone or simply
don’t have the resources to delegate two people to this task. We are taught and
frequently review one person BVM - how to hold the mask with an EC grip while
performing a jaw thrust with one hand and squeezing the bag with the other.
However, this method often results in a significant leak of air out of the side of the
mask (Image 1) and is less effective than other techniques. There is another way,
and it is a much better way.*
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The solution is a two patroller, two hand technique. In
the two hand technique, Patroller #1 is in charge of
holding the mask and creating an excellent seal
between the mask and the patient’s face. To do this,
do not simply use both of your hands to do an EC grip
on both sides of the mask (Image 2). There is a better
way, and it is called the TE (thenar eminence) grip
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(Image 3). To perform a TE grip, place your thumbs
alongside either side of the mask to create the seal, use the rest of your fingers to grab behind the angle of the
mandible, and squeeze the jaw upward into the mask – effectively doing a jaw thrust. This uses the stronger
muscles in your hand to create a better seal, prevent fatigue (because who knows how long you’ll have to bag
this person for), and opens the airway since you’re doing a jaw thrust. Voila!
This leaves Patroller #2 in charge of squeezing the bag slowly, smoothly, at the correct rate (~12/min) and with
the correct volume (until you see chest rise) – a topic for another month!

 Using a BVM is a two person job. Make this your default method.
o

Only use one patroller BVM in rare situations (i.e. you are alone on this hill, the only other person in
the room is doing chest compressions or critical hemorrhage control, etc.)

 Use a two handed TE grip to make an excellent mask seal
 Practice this at your next shift, refresher, or CPR class
Images source: https://www.realfirstaid.co.uk/bvm
*References to academic literature available at request

